
Spelling Words and Sentences
List D-19: Suffixes

1.  colorful   Amy painted a colorful picture of a rainbow.  

2.  reasonable   We have a reasonable amount of time to study for our test. 

3.  breakable   The dishes that Mrs. Price bought were not breakable.        

4.  cheerful   Our bus driver is one of the most cheerful people I know.    

5.  hopeless   The situation isn't hopeless; we can find a solution.    

6.  creative   Cynthia enjoys writing creative stories and reading them to her family.    

7.  spotless   Wow! Every room in your house looks spotless!      

8.  impressive   The young figure skater performed an impressive routine at her first state competition.  

9.  careless   One careless camper could be responsible for an enormous forest fire.    

10.  honorable   Rhett did an honorable thing by turning in the wallet he found to his teacher.     

11. wonderful  “This is the most wonderful cake I've ever tasted!” said Jessie. 

12.  thoughtful   Steven wrote thoughtful thank-you notes to everyone who came to his birthday party. 

13.  active   Owls are nocturnal animals, which means they are active during the night.         

14.  adaptable   Jamie's family moves around a lot, so she has learned to become adaptable.       

15.  breathless   Running outside in the freezing temperature made Nora feel breathless.       

16.  memorable   Tia's most memorable holiday was the year her baby sister was born on Christmas Day.

17.  massive   A massive boulder fell from the side of the mountain and blocked the hiking trail.       

18.  likable   Mrs. Dobmire, the lunch lady, is one of the most likable people you'll ever meet.     

19.  remarkable   The fact that the local newspaper is one of the oldest in the country is remarkable.    

20.  miserable   Miles had a terrible head cold that was making him feel miserable.     

Review Words

21.  thousands  There were thousands of people at the art festival last weekend.    

22.  drowsy  Coleman became drowsy after eating dinner. 

23.  around  Krishna ran around the backyard with his dog.      

Challenge Words

24.  predictable  The school bus comes to Lizzie's house at a predictable time each morning.      

25.  peaceful  Doesn't the night sky look peaceful with all the stars shining so brightly?     
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